Abstract-Exact distribution of the likelihood-ratio-test (LRT) x observon jbsesample in a s1., i
analysts are confronted with the problem of testing as to Ho null hypothesis whether there are s-significant (s-implies statistically) dif-Ili product over i from 1 to p ferences among various groups (populations) when the underlying distribution is 2-parameter exponential [9, 15] . Other, standard notation is given in "Information for This paper addresses the problem of testing the equality of Readers & Authors" at rear of each issue. several 2-parameter exponential distributions. Paulson [141 considered the likelihood-ratio-test (LRT) criterion for testing the equality of the location parameters only, Assumptions while Epstein & Tsao [3] considered the LRT for testing the equality of two 2-parameter exponential distributions 1. p s-independent samples are available and sample i has and showed that they can be reduced to equivalent tests been drawn from a 2-parameter exponential distribution which are expressed in terms of F-distributions when the with pdf: null hypothesis is true. However no such results are available for more than two populations. Jain, Rathie, expc(x; 61, A,i) m 61 exp [-(x - [4, 5] for this problem. Mathai [10] The LRT for testing the hypothesis Because the s-power functions of both the LRT and IP are not available in explicit form, Hsieh [7] used Monte Carlo against the general alternatives, was derived by Sukhatme simulation to approximate the s-power for selected sample [15] in the formsizes and alternatives. He concluded that overall, LRT has a higher s-power than IP.
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